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Chapterr  2 
Howw Long is a Ruler? 

TheThe police protects us from the bandits. 
WhoWho protects us from the police? 

Comparingg theorem provers 

Ourr aim in this chapter is to discuss empirical evaluation methods for modal 
theoremm provers, and see if an evaluation method for hybrid logic provers can be 
developed,, given the strong link between modal and hybrid logic. Now, empiri-
call  comparison of theorem provers is conceptually simple: given a representative 
samplee of the problems they are meant to solve, a criterion for comparison is es-
tablishedd such as mean run time, and the performances are compared. However, 
somee complications arise when trying to define what 'representative' problems 
are,, and perhaps 'real life' problems are too few or still too difficult. In that 
case,, artificial problems must be supplied, and there are several criteria that the 
testt sets must comply with. Since our goal is to develop an evaluation method 
forr hybrid logics, it's only natural that we study the existing efforts for modal 
logic.. Heuerding and Schwendimann [BHSOO] stated a set of criteria for evaluat-
ingg modal theorem proving benchmarks, which was later expanded by Horrocks, 
Patel-Schneiderr and Sebastiani [HPSSOO]. We will start, in Section 2.1 by giving 
ann overview of these criteria. We will then review the existing modal test sets, 
particularlyy with respect to these criteria, in Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. Finally, 
wee will discuss a new test methodology for hybrid logic, also in Section 2.5. 

2.11 Fitness criteri a for  modal test sets 

Too be able to assess the quality of test methodologies for modal theorem proving, 
wee will review a number of 'common sense' criteria that have been proposed in 
thee literature. 

23 3 
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Reproducibility .. Reproducibility of experiments is fundamental in science; 
anybodyy should be able to run the same experiment to confirm the result. Ap-
pliedd to theorem proving, this means that the formulas used, or the algorithm to 
generatee them, must be made available. In the case of random generation, this 
wouldd include the 'seeding' of the random generator. Also, if the generating al-
gorithmm is provided, variants of the test can be developed, for example to extend 
thee target logic [AH03]. 

Representativeness.. Ideally, a test set should cover as much as possible of the 
inputt space, and span the whole range of sources of difficulty. Of course, there is 
noo complete catalogue of sources of difficulty, so a test set should at least cover 
aa large area of inputs. If the problems are limited to a narrow area of the input 
space,, we run the risk of not assessing the real capabilities of the provers if they 
aree to be run on arbitrary formulas. 

Vali dd vs. not valid balance. Uncertainty with respect to the satisfiability of 
thee formulas in the test should be maximum: the provers should not a priori  have 
anyy information as to whether the formula is satisfiable or not, and furthermore 
theree should be about as many satisfiable as unsatisfiable formulas in the set; 
satisfiablee and unsatisfiable formulas might present different sources of difficulty, 
andd we want a fast answer from our prover in either case. 

Difficulty .. The set should provide a challenge to the provers being tested; if 
thee problems are too easy, the resource consumption will reflect mostly startup 
costs,, which do not scale with problem difficulty. Also, some problems should be 
tooo hard for the current provers: as the proving techniques evolve, this helps the 
testt remain current. 

Termination .. The test should terminate in a reasonable amount of time, with 
aa meaningful result. If all inputs are too hard, there will be no information gained 
evenn if the benchmark can be run in a short time. 

Thesee criteria give rise to the following, more specialized considerations: 

Parameterisation.. One way to achieve a good coverage of the input space is 
too make the generating algorithm accept parameters that allow the problems to 
spann large areas of the input space. There should be enough parameters to allow 
forr a good coverage, but not so many that covering a specific part of the input 
spacee would take an inordinate amount of experiments. 
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Control .. It is very useful for the generating algorithm to have parameters 
thatt control monotonically features of the problems like valid/not valid balance, 
modal/propositionall  balance, difficulty, etc. Monotonicity is very important: it 
allowss us to leave out uninteresting areas of the input space, and to control the 
problemm features independently of other parameters. 

Modall  vs. prepositional balance. A modal prover should be adept at both 
propositionall  and 'purely modal' reasoning tasks; therefore, a test set should 
providee enough challenge for both aspects of modal reasoning. 

Dataa organization. It should be possible to summarize the results of the 
benchmark,, and to plot them to see the qualitative behavior of the evaluated 
provers. . 

Focuss on narrow problems. Special ad-hoc sets may serve to measure the 
behaviorr of the systems with respect to specific difficulty sources; even though 
theyy do not provide a complete assessment of the capabilities of theorem provers, 
theyy are a good complement of a test set that spans large areas of the input space. 

Redundancy.. Ideally, many of the formulas in a complex problem should play 
aa part in determining its satisfiability status; that is, it should not be decided by 
aa small subset of the formulas. While a solver that recognizes redundancy in a 
sett is desirable, redundant problems should not be a significant part of the test 
suite,, as they can be rendered trivial by the handling of the redundancy. 

Triviality .. When a small part of a formula dictates the satisfiability of the 
whole,, independently of the rest, the formula is said to be trivial. Trivial problems 
shouldd not be a significant component of the test set, even if recognizing trivial 
problemss is of course a desirable capability of theorem provers. 

Artificiality .. If there is an application in mind for the systems, problems gen-
eratedd should be of a similar nature to those coming from application inputs. 
Otherwise,, the results of the test may not reflect the suitability of the systems for 
thee task at hand. Note that 'real life' problems might not fulfil l any of the other 
criteria,, and indeed a specific system might be the best for the problem type at 
hand,, and not for the general case. 

Size.. The problems should not be too big with respect to their difficulty; we 
aree not as interested in processing of big files as in algorithm efficiency. 
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2.22 Real-world Problems 

Whenn the logic at hand is used for real-world applications, there is a source 
off  problems whose representativity cannot be contested. They are, after all, 
thee problems the provers should excel at, if we want them to be useful as well 
ass interesting objects of study. Common downsides of this kind of input often 
includee not having enough real-world problems to provide sufficient testing, and 
thatt as provers advance old inputs usually become trivial to solve. 

Inn the following sections, we will come back to these criteria as we discuss the 
meritss of the different test methodologies. 

2.33 Hand-tailored Problems 

Thee Balsiger, Heuerding and Schwendimann test set 

Thee Balsiger, Heuerding and Schwendimann test set [BHSOO] was used in the 
TANCSS '98 comparison, and represents one of the first attempts at having a 
comprehensivee test set for the comparison of modal theorem provers. It consists 
off  nine classes of provable formulas and nine classes of unprovable formulas, pa-
rameterizedd by a number in N. The performance score of a prover in each class is 
givenn by the highest numbered problem in that class that the prover can solve in 
lesss than 100 seconds. There are nine different types of problem, each with both 
aa satisfiable and an unsatisfiable class associated to it. The purpose of parame-
terizationn was to have a test set which could present harder problems as provers 
becamee more advanced; the complexity of each formula in a class is expected to 
bee exponential on its parameter. There is a base problem for each class, which 
iss then made more complex using several techniques, and there was an effort to 
makee the problems resistant to simple optimization. 

However,, dramatic advances in the field yielded provers which could solve any 
formulaa in most of the categories; the increase in complexity from instance to 
instancee was not exponential any more [HPSS00]. Nevertheless, the test remains 
veryy useful for development of modal theorem provers, as it gives a quick way to 
evaluatee improvements to the program, and performance in the different classes 
mightt confirm whether optimizations work as planned or not. 

Extendingg the set for  hybri d logics Extending the test set to create hybrid 
formulass is in principle possible, but as we have seen, there would be a poor 
coveragee of the problem space and the tricks to 'hide' the formulas are sooner or 
laterr rendered harmless by optimization. 
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2.44 Random Problems: Modal QBF 
Otherr than the previously described test set, all empirical test sets for modal 
logicc are parameterised random formula generators. The first random generation 
techniquee used in testing modal decision procedures, the random 3CNFDfn test 
methodology,, was proposed in [GS96]; its subsequent development is described 
in,, for instance, [HPSSOO], and the latest version is presented in [PSS03]. After 
havingg gone through a series of revisions, this methodology is considered to be 
welll  understood. In between revisions of 3CNFnm, the random modal quantified 
Booleann formula test set was proposed by Massacci [Mas99], and used in the 1999 
andd 2000 editions of the TANCS system performance comparisons [TAN] . We'll 
examinee the Modal QBF set now, and the 3CNF test set family in Section 2.5. 

2.4.11 The Random Modal QBF Test Set 

Thee random modal QBF test set is based on the idea of randomly generating 
quantifiedd boolean formulas (QBFs) and then translating these into modal logic. 
Lett us explain these two steps in more detail. 

Generatingg QBFs 

Recalll  that QBFs have the following shape [GJ79]: Qi^ i . .. Qnu„  CNF{vi,..., vn). 
Thatt is, QBFs are prenex formulas built up from proposition letters, using the 
booleans,, and Vvj3 and 3v 0 (where v is any proposition letter). 

Whatt is involved in evaluating a QBF? We start by peeling off the outermost 
quantifier;; if it's 3v, we choose one of the truth values 1 or 0 and substitute it 
forr the newly freed occurrence of v; if it's \fv, substitute both 1 and 0 for the 
newlyy freed occurrences of v. In short, while evaluating QBFs we are generating 
aa tree, where existential quantifiers increase the depth, and universal quantifiers 
forcee branching. 

InIn the random modal QBF test set, 4 parameters play a role: c, d, v, k: 

 The parameter c is the number of clauses of the randomly generated QBF. 

 The parameter d is the alternation depth of the randomly generated QBF; 
itt is not the modal depth of the modal translation. (More on this below.) 

 The parameter v is the number of variables used per alternation. 

 And A; is the number of different variables used per clause. 

Thee QBF-validity problem is the problem of deciding whether a QBF without 
freee variables is valid; it is known to be PSPACE-complete [GJ79]. For every 
fixedfixed valued of d we can capture the problems in ££ in the polynomial hierarchy; 
PSPACEE can only be reached by an unbounded value of d. 
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Here'ss a concrete example. Using d = 3 and u = 4we can generate 

44 4 4 4 

VV «34«33«32«31 3 «24«23^22«21 V «14^13^12^11 3 «Q4«03«02«01y CNF(v0l, . . . , V^). 

3 3 

Eachh clause in CNF(v0i,... , u34) has fc different variables (default 4) and each 
iss negated with probability 0.5. The first and the third variable (if it exists) are 
existentiallyy quantified. The second and fourth variable are universally quantified. 
Thiss aims at eliminating trivially unsatisfiable formulas. Other literals are either 
universall  or existentially quantified variables with probability 0.5. The depth of 
eachh literal is randomly chosen from 1 to d. 

Byy increasing the parameter d from odd to even, a layer of existential quanti-
fiersfiers is added at the beginning of the formula, and, conversely, when d increases 
fromm even to odd, a layer of universal quantifiers is added. The impact of increas-
ingg d on the shape of the QBF trees may be visualized as in Figure 2.1, for the 
casee where v = 2. 

***  MM 
d-l,...d-l,... 2 3 

Figuree 2.1: The shape of QBF trees for v = 2 

Translatingg QBFs into Modal Logic 

Thee QBF that is produced by the random generator is translated into the basic 
modall  logic as introduced in 1.4.3, using a variant of an encoding that is originally 
duee to Ladner [Lad77]. The core idea underlying the translation is to capture, 
byy means of a modal formula, the 'peel off quantifiers and substitute' evaluation 
processs for a given input QBF. The translation forces branching in the structure 
off  the possible model whenever a universal quantifier is found in the original 
formula,, keeps the branches separate, and makes sure there are enough modal 
levelss in the model. It forces the structure of the possible model to be a tree, and 
thee resulting formula is satisfiable iff the original formula is. 

Here'ss a detailed example. The formula (j>  = Vï^B^V i («i V ~^v2 V ^v3 V -1V4) 
(generatedd with parameters v = 2, d= 1, c= 1, default encoding) translates into 
thee conjunction of the following formulas. 

É É 
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 The matrix (/> must be true everywhere in the model: Am=i  n m( u i  v """^ V 
->t>33 V -1^4), where dm is a sequence of m occurrences of the  operators. 

 Keep values of proposition letters forever, adding one per level, in order of 
quantifierr appearance: 

"" A J L I O 3 " ^ V DHO) A n m (^ 4 V D(»4))) A 
""  Am=i( DT7t(D(^ 3 V ü ( - ^ ) ) ) A D m ( D ( ^ 3 V D(t*))) ) A 

-- D(D(D(i, 2 V ü(-it^))) ) A D ( D ( D ( ^ 2 V n(v2)))) 

 Force branching on universally quantified variables: Ou4 AO-iu4 A D(Ot>3) A 
. . 

 Force tree depth (note that the first two levels are covered by the previous 
twoo formulas): 0(D(0(T)))) A D(D(D(0(T))))). 

Thee parameters c, k, v and d that are used in the generation process are 
relatedd to the final modal formula in the following way. The (maximum) number 
off  clauses is c  k + (v  (d + l))2 + [v  (d+ 1)/2J. The (maximum) number of 
propositionn letters is v  (d + 1). And the (maximum) modal depth is v - (d + 1). 
Thesee maximums obtain when c is high enough compared to v  (d+1) to cover all 
thee possible proposition letters. The file size for the translated formula is linear 
inn c, and polynomial in v and d, but usually we are not interested in very big 
valuess of the last two, so this is not much of a problem. 

Fitnesss of the test set 

Somee of the fitness criteria (reproducibility, representativeness, parameterisation 
forr example) can be evaluated by an analysis of its description; others like diffi -
culty,, termination or size require empirical testing. We benchmarked a few theo-
remm provers, aiming not to evaluate the state of the field (we left some prominent 
systemss out, for example) but to evaluate the test set itself. 

Settings s 

Too evaluate the QBF test set, we used 3 satisfiability solvers for modal logic. First, 
wee used the general first order prover SPASS [SPA], version 1.0.3, extended with 
thee layered translation of modal formulas into first order formulas as presented 
inn [AGHdROOj. Second, we used MSPASS version V 1.0.0t.l.2.a [MSP]. And, 
third,, we used *SAT version 1.3 [Tac99]. 

Ourr experiments were run on a Pentium II I 800 MHz with 128 MB of memory, 
runningg RedHat Linux 7.0. 

Forr our measurements we had to translate the modal QBF files to the formats 
off  the various provers we were using, and in one case we were also were converting 
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thee formulas from modal to first order logic. We checked that the resulting file 
sizess were linear in c, even though the linear coefficient varied from one solver to 
another. . 

Ourr main measurements concerned both CPU time elapsed (with a 10800 sec-
ondd timeout) and a time independent measure: the number of clauses generated 
forr SPASS plus layering and for MSPASS, and the number of unit propagations 
forr +SAT.1 

Findings s 

Wee first ran the standardized tests provided by the TANCS competition: 64 
instancess randomly generated with c = 20, v = 2, d = 2, and default settings for 
thee remaining parameters. See Figure 2.2. 

_.. 1 1 1 1 1 — i 1 0 J I , , , , , — i — 1 _ 
WW 2 0 30 4 0 W 60 10 20 30 40 50 00 

ProcJ«mm instance ProoHm mstance 

Figuree 2.2: The standardized tests provided by TANCS, used for SPASS, 
MSPASS,, and *SAT. (Left): clauses generated/unit propagations per problem 
instance,, log scale. (Right): CPU time (seconds) per problem instance, log scale. 

Whilee the number of clauses generated by resolution provers and the num-
berr of unit propagations in *SAT are not directly comparable as a performance 
measurement,, they do give an indication of the relative difficulty of a problem 
(orr problem set). As such, we can see that the difficulty of a problem varies with 
thee method used to solve it. The correlation between time elapsed and clauses 
generated/unitt propagations varies widely between the methods. In fact, for this 
testt the *SAT times are so low as to be completely dominated by startup costs 
andd don't really inform us about relative problem difficulty. 

Nextt we ran a number of sweeps, with each of three provers, with v = 2 
andd increasing d from 1 to 4 (and to 5 in the case of *SAT), while increasing 

11 Unit propagations came out to be a less than perfect indicator of resource consumption in 
thee general case, although for this benchmark it was roughly as informative as the number of 
assignmentss found. 
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cc from 1 to 100 (or to the maximum number of clauses allowed by the rest of 
thee parameters, whichever was lower). The resulting CPU times and the number 
off  clauses generated/unit propagations are depicted in Figure 2.3; the curves 
forr d = 1, d = 2 do not extend to the right-hand side of the plots, as the 
formulass being generated with these settings are simply too small to be be able 
too accommodate a larger number of different clauses. 

Severall  things are worth noting about Figure 2.3. First, the sets display an 
easy-hard-easyy pattern familiar from propositional satisfiability testing [GvMWOO], 
Thee shape of the curves is strongly dependent on the solver used. Moreover, 
thee patterns seem to vary from not-too-hard-hard-easy in some cases (SPASS, 
dd — 1, d — 2, d = 4) to not-too-hard-hard-hard in others (SPASS, d = 4; 
MSPASS,, d — 3, d = 4) to not-too-hard-hard-not-too-hard in yet others (SPASS, 
dd = 3;*SAT, d = 2, d = 3, d = 4, d = 5). 

Second,, for both SPASS and MSPASS we see that curves cross each other; this 
iss most clearly visible in (a), where the number of clauses generated by SPASS 
aree displayed,but it also shows up in (b) where the CPU times for SPASS are 
shown.. Hence, for SPASS (and to a lesser extent for MSPASS) the d parameter 
doess not influence the difficulty of the problems being generated in a monotonie 
way. . 

Third,, the time elapsed (displayed in (b), (d), and (f)) has a very strong 
dependencee on file size: after the hard region has been crossed and the elapsed 
timee tends to decrease, it actually starts going up again. The impact of input 
filefile  size and I/O is most noticeable for MSPASS (plot (d)); but even in the case 
off  *SAT, where the number of unit propagations remains more or less constant 
afterr the hard region has been traversed, the CPU times start going up: this 
increasee is entirely due to input file size and I/O2. In Figure 2.4 we have plotted 
thee growth of the input file size against c, and against d. The file size can be 
approximatedd by 11500+e*485, while the preprocessing performed by the layered 
translationn brings this up to 20000 + c * 930. Remarkably, the translated file for 
MSPASSS is smaller than the original input file. (For the purposes of illustration, 
wee have also indicated what the input file size would be for the first order prover 
BLIKSEMM [Bli]. ) 

Whenn we increased the v parameter, we saw similar curve shapes as for v = 2. 
InIn Figure 2.5 we have displayed results of running *SAT with v = 2 (top) and 
withh v = 3 (bottom). Notice that the humps indicating the hard regions are 
higherr for v = 3 than for v = 2, indicating that the problems are harder; hence, 
thee CPU times are not as strongly dominated by file size and I/O aspects as in 
thee case where v = 2. The fact that the hard regions are 'wider' than for v = 2 
indicatess that we are not only getting harder problems, but also that the fraction 
off  hard problems is increasing. 

2Ourr filesystem runs over a network: performance in local filesystems is very likely to be 
muchh better. 
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3;; V=2, D = l - 4 . C= l -100 

:: V = 2 . D = 1 - 5 , C 1 - 1 0 0 "SAT;; V=2, D-1-5, C-1-100 

ft ft 
^ n E ^ mm f*niMJjmift iniinnrwnif r—'"

V"V*S , , 

200 30 «0 
N u n » »» of clausat 

700 SO 90 100 100 20 30 40 50 700 80 90 100 

(e) ) (f) ) 

Figuree 2.3: SPASS, MSPASS, and *SAT on QBF test sets, v = 2, d = 1 . .. 4 
(5),, 64 samples/point. (Left): clauses generated/unit propagations, log scale. 
(Right):: CPU time in seconds, log scale. 
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Alt»motionn flaplti 

Figuree 2.4: Size of the input files. (Left): as a function of the number of clauses. 
(Right):: as a function of the alternation depth. 

*SAT:: V=2. D=1-S. C=1-100 'SAT;; V=2, 0 . 1 - 5 , C-1 -1 

Figuree 2.5: *SAT results for v = 3, d — 1 .. .5, 64 samples/point. (Left): unit 
propagations,, log scale. (Right): CPU time in seconds, log scale. 
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(a)) (b) (c) 

Figuree 2.6: SPASS, MSPASS and *SAT results for i; = 2 (3), d = 1 - 6 (7), 64 
samples/point,, (a): SPASS with v = 2. (b): MSPASS with v = 2, 3. (c): *SAT 
withh v = 2, 3. Log scales are used in (a), (b) and (c). 

Lett us return to the phenomenon observed in Figure 2.3, where it was found 
thatt the d parameter does not monotonically control difficulty. We can observe 
thiss even clearer when we plot d along the rr-axis, as in Figure 2.6. Note that the 
phenomenonn is strongly prover dependent: it clearly shows up for SPASS (with 
thee layered translation) as shown in (a); it is somewhat visible with MSPASS 
(b),, but not at all with *SAT (c). Further experimental work has shown that 
thiss 'staircase phenomenon' is also present with larger values of v for SPASS. 
Thee phenomenon is related to the special way in which QBFs grow: existential 
quantifierss are added to the original QBF when d is increased from odd to even, 
universall  quantifiers when d is increased from even to odd; see Figure 2.1. The 
formerr simplifies matters for SPASS with the layered translation, while the latter 
makess matters considerably harder for that solver.3 

Onee central concern with any test set, synthetic or not, is parameterization: 
too which extent can we choose the difficulty of the problem and of exploring the 
inputt space? In the QBF test set the difficulty can easily be controlled: the v 
parameterr controls it monotonically, the d parameter also with some caveats. It 
seems,, however, that v and d do not control truly independent dimensions of the 
problemm space. More precisely, combinations of v and d for which the value of 
vv • (d+ 1) coincides have very similar curves, as can be seen in Figure 2.7. This 
suggestss that v • (d + 1) is the dimension along which the QBF problem space 
shouldd be explored, instead of either v or d independently. (As an aside, it is clear 
fromm Figure 2.7 that with increasing values of v • (d + 1), the truly hard region 
forr a given setting of parameters moves to the right as we increase the number of 
clauses.) ) 

Ann important aspect that we have not discussed so far is the satisfiable vs. 
non-satisfiablee fraction. The parameter c does indeed allow us to control the 

3Notee that the staircase phenomenon will not be observed if one only performs the stan-
dardizedd TANCS test as this test only involves a single value of d. 
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•SAT ::  V=2-4 .  D=1-5 ,  0=1-10 0 

>> 10 s 

*»?*»? ^x* x 
# **  \x * 

ftft 1**** 

«A< < 
xNxx  ^ 

++++ + ' x ^ ^ 
xx  \ _ 

—— V2D 1 (4 ) 

--  V 2 D 2 (6 ) 

••  V 2 D 3 (8 ) 

—— -  V2D4(10 ) 

••  V2D5(12 ) 

- f --  V3D 1 (6 ) 

++ V 3 D 2 (9 ) 

++ V3D3(12 ) 

- f --  V3D4(15 ) 

++ V3D5(18 ) 

- « --  V4D 1 (8 ) 

V4D2(12 ) ) 

V4D3(16 ) ) 

V 4 D44 (20 ) iVV *v.xv V m*«?* x x V4D3 

(( . - , ~ S - -_ +-t++">x ^ W t * . t + V . 

."V ' ' 

400 50 60 
Numberr of clauses 

Figuree 2.7: *SAT results for v = 2-4, d = 1-5, and c = 1-100, 64 samples/point. 
Thee numbers in brackets indicate the value of v • (d + 1). 

satisfiabilityy fraction: it goes from 1 to 0 monotonically with c. However, there 
aree remarkably few values of c for which the satisfiable fraction is 1; see Figure 2.8. 
Inn line with Figure 2.8 (a), we have found satisfiable fractions of about 20% in 
manyy repeated runs of the standardized 20/2/2 TANCS test (see Figure 2.2). 
Moreover,, there is a heavy 'tail' of unsatisfiable problems, as indicated by the 
curvess in Figure 2.7. And contrary to intuition, the constrainedness of problems 
doess not seem to depend very strongly on the d parameter; for a fixed v, increasing 
dd from odd to even doesn't shift the satisfiable fraction graph by any noticeable 
amount.. The constrainedness of the underlying models, then, remains unchanged 
despitee the addition of more variables and the increase in depth. 

Finally,, recall that a modal formula is trivially satisfiable iff it is satisfiable 

Figuree 2.8: *SAT results for d = 1-4 (5), c = 1-50, 64 samples/point. (Left): 
Satisfiablee fraction for v = 2. (Middle): Satisfiable fraction for v = 3. (Right): 
Satisfiablee fraction for v = 4. 
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onn a model with a single node [HPSSOO, HS97]. Clearly, trivial satisfiability is 
nott a problem for modal QBF test sets. Because of the highly structured form 
off  the randomly generated QBFs, the resulting modal formulas always contain 
O-subformulas,, thus avoiding trivial satisfiability. 

Evaluatingg the evaluator 

Thee general criteria for evaluating modal test methodologies put forward in Sec-
tionn 2.1, boil down to demanding a reproducible sample of an interesting portion 
off  the input space with appropriate difficulty. To conclude this section, here's a 
brieff  discussion of these criteria as they relate to our setting. 

Byy its very nature, reproducibility is guaranteed for the modal QBF test set. 
Thee modal QBF test set seems to represent just a restricted area of the whole 
inputt space; that is, it scores low on representativeness. There are three reasons 
forr this. First, the QBF test set provides poor coverage of the satisfiable region; 
mostt of the hard modally encoded QBF-formulas generated with values of v and d 
thatt are within reach of today's tools, are unsatisfiable, as suggested by Figure 2.8. 
Second,, the modally encoded QBFs are of a very special shape, which seems to 
leadd to the so-called staircase phenomenon for some solvers. And third, the v and 
dd parameters end up being substantially overlapping and interrelated as part of 
thee translation of QBFs into modal formulas. A strong point in favor of the QBF 
testt set is that it is possible to generate hard problems with a large modal depth 
whichh are still within reach of today's modal satisfiability solvers; in this respect 
thee QBF random test methodology fares better than, for instance, the 3CNFam 

testt methodology, as reported in [PSS03]. 

Thee levels of difficulty offered by the modal QBF test set are certainly suffi-
cient,, as they range from next to trivial to too hard for today's systems. Related 
too this, the tests terminate and provide information in a reasonable amount of 
time. . 

Inn conclusion, then, the random modal QBF test methodology provides useful 
testt sets that should, however, not be used as the sole measure in the evaluation 
off  modal satisfiability solvers. 

Randomm QBF and Hybri d Logic. It would be possible to fit  nominals and 
tee ©-operator into a random QBF translation framework, but there is no natural 
wayy to fit  the | operator. QBF does not actually capture the complexity class of 
thee W(@, I) logic, which is undecidable, and we have just seen that the coverage 
off  the input space is not so thorough even in the modal case. We have to keep 
looking. . 
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2.55 Random problems: Random CNF 

2.5.11 3SAT 

Thee satisfiability problem for prepositional logic has been widely investigated, 
sincee it has many applications such as timetabling, code optimization, or cryp-
tography.. It is known that random CNF clauses of three or more literals capture 
thee complexity of the satisfiability problem for the logic [GJ79], and that random 
CNFF problems of more than 3 literals can be linearly encoded into CNF formu-
lass of exactly 3 literals each. Therefore, even though there are many real-world 
problemss and test sets available for propositional logic, one of the best known 
andd most used test sets for propositional logic is Random 3SAT: a conjunction of 
LL clauses of 3 random propositional literals each, chosen from a set of iV differ-
entt propositional variables. Since Propositional 3CNF has become the de facto 
standardd random test set for propositional satisfiability testing [GvMWOO], devel-
opingg a modal version of the test set has naturally received a lot of attention. We 
wil ll  see now how propositional 3SAT has been expanded into modal and hybrid 
CNFF formula generation. 

2.5.22 Random Modal CNF 

InIn this test set, the formulas to be checked for satisfiability are randomly generated 
CNFnmm formulas. A CNFDfn formula is a conjunction of CNFGm clauses, where 
eachh clause is a disjunction of a certain number of either propositional or modal 
literals.. A literal is either an atom or its negation, and modal atoms are formulas 
off  the form O^C, where C is a CNFDm clause. A 3CNFam formula is a CNFDm 

formulaa where all clauses have exactly 3 literals. 
Thee latest version [PSS03] of this generator accepts five main parameters: the 

maximumm modal depth D, the number of propositional variables N, the number 
off  modalities m, the number of clauses L, and the probability p of an atom 
occurringg at depths less than d being purely propositional. Although the usual 
numberr of literals per clause is 3, the generator gives a great degree of control 
overr the clause size. In fact, both modal/propositional balance and clause size 
probabilityy distributions can be specified either as constants or as a function of 
modall  depth. 

Givenn these parameters, a CNFDfB formula of depth D is a set of L clauses, 
eachh made up of a number (chosen randomly according to the clause size proba-
bilityy distribution) of distinct modal CNF disjuncts, each consisting of either 

•• a proposition from the set {P i , . . . , P/v}, or 

•• (if D > 0) a disjunct DrC, where Dr e {D^ . . . , Dm}, and C is a CNFDm 

clausee of depth (D — 1). 
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Thee way this test method works is the following: all the parameters but L are 
fixed,fixed, and then a range for L is selected that covers the transition from 'only 
satisfiablee formulas generated' to 'only unsatisfiable formulas generated'. For 
valuesvalues of L covering this range, a tuple of the parameters' values is defined. A 
fixedfixed number of formulas (usually a hundred or more) is generated and given as 
inputt to the prover under test, generally with a time limit . Satisfiability rates, 
median/90t/ll percentile of CPU time elapsed, and other possible indicators are 
plottedd against either L or L/N. 

Thee original 3CNFam test set had a series of problems with respect to the fit-
nesss criteria we introduced [HS97, HPSSOO]. One concerned redundancy: as the 
originall  generator did not check for repetition of propositional variables inside 
thee same clause, the generated formulas could contain propositional tautologies. 
Thiss made the effective size of a problem much smaller. The same problem was 
detectedd for the modal atoms [GGST98]. The other problem was triviality: for 
certainn values of the generator's parameters, the formulas generated contained 
enoughh purely propositional clauses that they could be solved without recourse 
too modal reasoning. This methodology has now gone through a series of improve-
ments,, and is believed to be fully compliant with the fitness criteria. 

CNFF and hybri d logics The random modal CNF generation is very appealing 
too us as a method for generating hybrid formulas: it is simple to expand, its 
trivialit yy issues are under control, and (at least for modal logic) it provides the 
mostt coverage of the input space. We decided to use the CNFDfn test set as a 
basee for our hybrid test set; 

Wee used the latest version of the generator [PSS03] to develop a test set for 
hybridd logics to benchmark the HyLoRes prover [AH02b]. 

2.5.33 Random Hybri d CNF 

Whyy is a new test set necessary? In Chapter 4 we will introduce HyLoRes, 
aa theorem prover for hybrid logics based on direct resolution [AH02b]. We made 
extensivee use of empirical testing to evaluate our development work on the basic 
algorithm,, but the available test sets were not sufficient to evaluate the prover 
onn the aspect that was most distinguishing of HyLoRes, that is, its ability to deal 
withh hybrid formulas. We had a few handcrafted hybrid formulas, but in order to 
doo some exploration of the hybrid satisfiability space we needed a more thorough 
tool.. We decided to expand the algorithm presented in the latest version of the 
modall  CNF test set to generate hybrid logic formulas. 

Basicc Idea. We decided to make as few changes as possible to the algorithm 
describedd in [PSS03], and add the @, | and A (universal modality) operators. 
Thiss requires us to talk not about modal depth, but about operator depth, which 
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iss defined as the level of nesting of a specific operator, independently of the others. 
Forr example, the formula 

@»,, (Pi V |xi.(p2 V Oi f o V @Xlm) V Oiipa V pa))) 

hass modal depth 1, ©-depth 2, and 4-depth 1. Also, instead of propositions we 
usee atoms of hybrid logic, that is, propositions, nominals, and state variables. 

Parameters.. The program accepts as parameters: 

•• The maximum nesting of operators, D (generalizes modal depth) 

•• The number of prepositional variables, nominals, and state variables, iVp, Nn 

andd Nx 

•• The number of modalities, Nm 

•• The number of clauses, L 
•• The distribution of probabilities for clause size (a list [/i,... , / n ] , with fc 

thee relative frequency of clauses of size i) 

•• The probability for a disjunct of being non-atomic, Pop 

•• The relative frequencies of modalities, ©-operators, 4- operators, and the 
universall modality as main operator in non-atomic disjuncts, Pmod, Pdovmi Pau 
andd puniv 

•• The relative frequencies of propositions, nominals and state variables when 
thee disjunct is an atom, pvrop,pnom, and psvar 

•• The probability for any literal of appearing negated, pneg 

•• The number of instances to generate, numinst 
Givenn these parameters, a hybrid CNF formula of depth D is a set of L clauses, 
eachh made up of (a number between 1 and n chosen with relative frequencies 
[fi,[fi,...,..., ƒ„] of) distinct hybrid CNF disjuncts, each consisting of either 

•• a proposition from the set {Pi , . . . , P/vp}> or 
•• a nominal from the set {n i , . . . , n^ n } , or 
•• a state variable from the set {x\,..., Xffx}, or 
•• (if D > 0) 

-- a disjunct DrC, where •,. € {d i , . . . , Ejvm}, and C is a random hybrid 
CNFF clause of depth (D - 1), or 

-- a disjunct @nC, where n € {ni , . . . , nNn}, and C is a random hybrid 
CNFF clause of depth (D - 1), or 

-- a disjunct ixr op C, where xr € {xi,...,xpfx}, op is one of {@, • , A} 
andd C is a random hybrid CNF clause with depth (D — 1), or 

-- a disjunct AC, where C is a random hybrid CNF clause of depth 
( D - l ) . . 
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Algorithmm Used. The algorithm used to generate the formulas is as follows: 

genn .clauses (params) 
forr i := 1 to L do Cli := gen_cl(params); 
returnn (AÏL i Clt); 

gen_cl(params) ) 
ndd := rndJength(params.C); 
nopp := rnd_numops(nd, params); 
Atomss := rnd_atoms(params, nd — nop); 
Opss := rnd_opsd(nop, params); 
OCC := {} ; 
foreachh op̂  in Ops 

OCC := OC U {op» (gen_cl(params{depth := depth — 1))} 
return(VV OC V V Atoms); 

rnd_numops(nd,, params) 
iff  (params.depth = 0) then 0 
elsee rnd-fc d(nd, params.pop); 

rnd^atoms(params,, nat) 
iff  (nat = 0) then { } 
elsee Atoms := rnd^atoms (params, nat — 1); 

atomm := rnd_atom(Atoms, params); 
return(Atomss U atom); 

rnd-ops(n,, params) 
iff  (n = 0) then { } 
elsee Ops := rnd_ops(params, n — 1); 

opp := rnd_op(params); 
return(Opss U op); 

Figuree 2.9: Test generation structure 

Thee outline of the algorithm used to generate hybrid CNF formulas is given in 
Figuree 2.9. The function rnd-atom(v4£oms, params) returns a random atom not 
inn the set Atoms, respecting the relative frequencies of the different types of atom 
ass given in params. rndJfc(nd, params.pop) takes as arguments the number of 
disjunctss nd and the proportion of non-atomic disjuncts in a clause, params.pop. 
Iff  prop = nd • params.pop is an integer, it returns prop, otherwise it returns [prop] 
withh probability prop—[prop\, or [prop\ otherwise (probability \prop] —prop). 

file:///prop
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Thiss prevents the accidental creation of clauses in which all disjuncts are atomic, 
whichh has been a source of triviality in early modal CNF test set generators [HS97, 
HPSSOO,, PSS03]. rnd-op(params) returns an operator according to the relative 
frequenciess stated in params, optionally enforcing maximum nesting per operator. 
AA special case is the l operator, which always precedes another operator; the 
reasonn is explained later. 

Differencess wit h the random modal CNF generator. In the presence of 
multiplee modalities, the satisfiability operator and the universal modality, the 
notionn of modal-depth becomes rather involved. In hGen, we work instead with a 
globall  notion of depth defined as operator nesting (this together with the prob-
abilitiess for each operator, allows strict control over the generation of formulas 
forr fragments of %(@, |,A) defined in terms of operator nesting). Clause size 
probabilityy distribution is kept constant. This departs from the generator pre-
sentedd in [PSS03]: in that generator, it is possible to select a different clause size 
distributionn and modal/propositional balance for each modal depth; we are not 
convincedd such a feature can be meaningfully generalized to hybrid logic in a 
practicall  way. We calculate the maximum nesting per operator from its probabil-
ityy of appearance and the total depth D; whether the calculated depths should 
bee enforced or not can be set from the command line. Since we're generating 
binderss and variables, we ensure that every appearing variable is bound, and we 
forcee bound variables to appear. 

Neww redundancy sources. The extended expressivity of the target languages 
thatt hGen can handle introduces new redundancy sources; the following cases are 
handledd by hGen. 

Forr all 0, lxi-(xi V (j>) is a tautology, and conversely for all <j>, lxi.(-<Xi V (j>) is 
equivalentt to 4̂ t-< -̂ Such formulas are never generated by hGen. Moreover, the 4-
operatorr does not cause its argument clause to be evaluated at another element 
inn the model, allowing for formulas of operator depth > 0 that still require no 
modell  exploration. hGen introduces 4- only in expressions of the form ^ ( - ^ O ^ , 
4^t(_,)@n> )̂) or iXi(->)A<j). Otherwise the clause would be equivalent to one in 
whichh all the atomic disjuncts are outside of the scope of the 4- (since we're 
banningg the bound variable from appearing at the same level it is bound in), 
effectivelyy altering the clause size. There are two cases to consider when we want 
too place the | operator, the difference being whether we are enforcing maximum 
nestingg to be per operator or global: if global, then no further considerations 
aree necessary, but if the maximum nesting is enforced per operator, then it can 
happenn that all possible occurrences of @, Dj and A have already appeared when 
wee select the I, in which case it will be replaced by an atom. 

Withh respect to the @ operator, for any <j>, @ni (ni V 0) is a tautology, and 
©nit -1" !!  V <f>) is equivalent to @m<j>. Again, such formulas are not generated by 
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hGen::  when generating the argument clause for an operator of the form @„C, the 
nominall  n is never chosen by rnd_atoms. 

Implementation.. hGen is implemented in Haskell; it can be compiled with 
GHCC 5.04 [GHC]. The use of random generators (an eminently imperative task) 
inn the context of a purely functional language is transparently handled through a 
Statee monad; we keep the random seed as the state, and all functions that need 
too generate random numbers are monadic. See [Wad95] for more about monads 
inn functional programming. 

Usingg hGen as a modal test set. Since we are extending the language of 
thee formulas generated with the modal CNF algorithm, it is important to verify 
thatt constraining the generator to modal formulas produced similar results to 
thosee obtained with the generator from [PSS03]. We decided to run a series of 
benchmarkss and see if the results compared, in terms of mean difficulty, location 
off  the easy-hard-easy pattern, and shape of the satisfiability fraction plot. 

Experimentall  setting. We used a 1.6 GHz Pentium 4 computer running Linux 
Redd Hat 7.3 for the tests, and fixing all the parameters but L, we ran the tests 
forr L/N going from 1 to 80, with 50 instances per data point, for N going from 3 
too 8. Modal depth was fixed at 1. We set the parameters of the generator to only 
producee modal formulas, and checked whether the runs showed any variations 
withh respect to runs of the Modal CNF test set for equivalent parameter sets. 
Thee prover we used for this benchmark was *SAT [*SA]; we ran the tests with a 
timeoutt of 300 seconds. 

Results.. The results are displayed in Figure 2.10. The first row displays the 
satisfiable/unsatisfiablee fractions; the second row shows the median of the CPU 
timee used for every data point, and the third row shows the 90th percentile of 
thee CPU times. The experiment confirmed that, for equivalent parameter sets, 
thee behavior of both test sets was very similar, in terms of location of the sat-
isfiable/unsatisfiablee transition and overall difficulty4. We are aware that the 
numberr of problems per data point (50) is not the best, and maybe 100 samples 
perr data point would give more accurate results and smoother curves; this can 
bee considered preliminary testing. 

Off  course, the Modal CNF test set allows for specification of clause size proba-
bilit yy distribution and modal/propositional balance as a function of modal depth, 
whilee the hybrid CNF generator only accepts constant distributions, so the rela-
tionshipp between the test sets is more one of overlap than one of inclusion. One 
intriguingg thing that can be seen in the 90th percentile graphs is a second "hump" 

44 Our filesystem is networked, which means it takes longer for files to load; this accounts for 
thee steady increase in solve times as a function of L/N. We apologize for the inconvenience 
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inn the graph, for N — 8, around L/N = 50, in both plots. We plan to further 
investigatee the phenomenon. 

Satisfiable/unsatisfiablee fraction (Hybrid CNF) Satisfiable/unsatisfiable fraction (Modal CNF) 

Mediann times (Modal CNF) 
•SAT:: C-3. lta3-«. 0 . 1 . UN.1-B0 

90""" percentile times (Hybrid CNF) 90"" percentile times (Modal CNF) 

Figuree 2.10: Results of the comparison between Hybrid and Modal CNF 

2.66 Conclusion 

Wee have given an overview of the different empirical test methodologies for modal 
theoremm provers, and we have seen that since there are many criteria, each test set 
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hass its own place. The Heuerding and Schwendimann test set focuses on narrow 
problemss and can be used with developing modal theorem provers, although it 
cannott distinguish between mature provers; the random modal QBF test set 
providess nontrivial doable problems of a good modal depth, however the coverage 
off  the input space is poor, and the results obtained with it might not carry over to 
otherr areas of the input space; finally, the random CNFDfn generator can produce 
formulass that range all over the input space, and we think is the one to use 
forr empirical comparison of mature modal theorem provers. We will be using 
alll  the modal test sets, however, to estimate the relative merits of the different 
translationss from modal logic into FOL in Chapter 3. We also introduced a new 
testt set generator, based on modal CNFam that produces random hybrid CNF 
formulas;; this test set will be useful for testing HyLoRes in Chapter 4. 


